Purpose: This study aimed to quantitatively investigate two main magnetization transfer effects at low B 1 : the nuclear Overhauser enhancement (NOE) and amide proton transfer in the human brain at 7 T. Methods: The magnetization transfer effects in the human brain were characterized using a four-pool proton model, which consisted of bulk water, macromolecules, an amide group of mobile proteins and peptides, and NOE-related protons resonating upfield. The pool sizes, exchange rates, and relaxation times of these proton pools were investigated quantitatively by fitting, and the net signals of amide proton transfer and NOE were simulated based on the fitted parameters. Results: The results showed that the four-pool model fitted the experimental data quite well, and the NOE effects in human brain at 7 T had a broad spectrum distribution. The NOE effects peaked at a B 1 of~1-1.4 mT and were significantly stronger in the white matter than in the gray matter, corresponding to a pool-size ratio~2:1. As the amide proton transfer effect was relatively small compared with the NOE effects, magnetization transfer asymmetry analysis yielded an NOE-dominated contrast in the healthy human brain in this range of B 1 . Conclusion: These findings are important to identify the source of NOE effects and to quantify amide proton transfer effects in human brain at 7 T.
Magnetization transfer (MT) imaging is a well-known MRI technique that can indirectly detect macromolecules and other solutes in the tissue through the water signal (1) . In the conventional MT imaging technique, macromolecular protons are selectively saturated, and the saturation is subsequently transferred to bulk water protons, generally through two mechanisms: (1) chemical exchange mediated by water-exchangeable protons of various macromolecules, such as ANH 2 , ANH, and AOH; and (2) nuclear Overhauser enhancement (NOE) mediated by the aliphatic protons of lipids, proteins, and various metabolites due to dipole-dipole interactions (2) .
Over the past decade, a new class of MRI contrasts, termed chemical exchange saturation transfer (CEST) (3), has been developed. Initially developed as an exogenous MRI contrast, CEST has also been used as an endogenous and an exogenous contrast to investigate a variety of macromolecules and metabolites (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) . Several emerging endogenous CEST contrast types include amide proton transfer (APT) at þ3.5ppm downfield from the water resonance (10) , glycoCEST at þ0.5 to þ1.5 ppm (AOH in glycogen) (11) , gagCEST at þ0.9 to þ1.9 ppm (AOH in glycosaminoglycan) (12) , and GluCEST at $ 3 ppm (amino protons in glutamate) (13) . Preliminary studies in animal models and clinical populations have demonstrated the feasibility and potential clinical value of these techniques for detecting mobile proteins, metabolites, and the pH level (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) . However, the drawbacks of endogenous CEST include spillover of water saturation, asymmetric MT effects, and the potential crosstalk or overlap of various metabolite peaks due to their relatively broad spectra. Various strategies have been proposed to overcome these shortcomings (21) (22) (23) (24) . Ultrahigh magnetic fields (e.g., 7 T human MRI scanners), in particular are appealing for CEST imaging due to the wider spectrum separation between water and exchangeable protons as well as the improved signal-to-noise ratio (19, (25) (26) (27) .
The NOE is a very common effect in NMR spectroscopy and is highly useful for characterizing chemical structures (28) . Although the NOE may be mixed with macromolecular pools and may not be visible in early studies at lower magnetic fields, it has been observed upfield in several recent CEST studies at ultrahigh magnetic fields (12, 29) . The NOE is important both as a potentially new MR contrast, and as a confounding factor for the quantification of APT and other CEST effects. Recently, this effect has been carefully investigated in phantoms and animal models by Jin et al. (30) . These studies demonstrated a low optimal B 1 , higher distribution in white matter (WM) than in gray matter (GM), and insensitivity to pH. To date, however, this upfield effect has not been thoroughly studied, based on the literature, in the human brain.
The general MT process can be characterized by a number of proton pools that exchange magnetization, and thus, by corresponding Bloch equations with exchange terms. Such an MT model was first developed with two pools (31) and later extended to three or four pools (32) . In CEST imaging, similar quantification methods were also developed (33, 34) . In this study, we aimed to systematically investigate NOE and APT effects in the human brain by fitting the experimental data to a fourpool model containing bulk water, macromolecules, mobile amide protons, and NOE-related protons. The fitting procedures directly solve Bloch equations with exchange terms (35, 36) . The advantage of this method is that it makes few assumptions (e.g., no assumptions of a steady state). After the parameters are fitted, any process of interest (e.g., NOE and APT effects) can be simulated. Our primary purpose was to quantitatively investigate pool sizes, exchange rates, and relaxation times, as well as the B 1 dependence and WM-GM contrast of the NOE and APT effects at 7 T, which may contribute to identifying the source of, and subsequently quantifying, these NOE and APT effects.
METHODS

Theory
In our study, four proton pools were considered: free water protons; solid-like macromolecular protons; amide protons of mobile proteins and peptides; and the upfield NOE-related protons. We used a four-pool model as in the study by Woessner et al. (35) to describe the evolution of magnetizations, in which it was assumed that the magnetization exchanges between any two of the solidlike macromolecular proton pool, amide proton pool, or the upfield NOE-related proton pool were negligible. We assumed the solid-like pool to be resonating at the same frequency center as water, which yielded a Lorentzian line-shape. Generally, the solid-like macromolecular pool is believed to be more complicated than a single pool resonating at a single frequency, but with the absorption of a super-Lorentzian line-shape (37, 38) . However, in a small spectral range, the line-shape of the macromolecular pool can be approximated as a Lorentzian shape, with T 2 adjusted (36, 39) . MT generally relies on CEST or NOE. Although the mechanisms are different, CEST and NOE have quite similar effects on MRI procedure, except that the exchange rate is higher for CEST than NOE (40) .
Assuming the saturation field is in the x-direction in the rotation frame, the Bloch equations with exchange terms can be written as:
where a, b, c, and d represent pools of bulk water protons, macromolecular protons, amide protons, and NOE related protons, respectively; T 1i and T 2i are the longitudinal and transverse relaxation times of pool i, respectively; C ij is the transition rate of protons from pool i to pool j; C a ¼ C ab þ C ac þ C ad ; v is the frequency of the saturation pulse; v i is the Larmor frequency of pool i; v 1 is the saturation power; M i xyz is the x-, y-, and z-magnetizations of pool i; and M i 0 is the initial magnetization of pool i. Under the mass balance, we have:
The coupled differential equations 1-12 are linear and can be rewritten in a matrix form as:
which can be solved analytically and the parameter fitting can be performed using the minimum norm estimate (35) . By assuming the exchange rate(s) of a particular pool or two particular pools to be zero, the four-pool model can be reduced to a two-pool or a three-pool model. By subtracting experimental data or simulated four-pool data from simulated two-pool or three-pool data, one can obtain the MT signals related to the particular pool of interest, such as the NOE-or APT-related pool.
Pulse Sequence
Ideal MT pulses should contain long, continuous radiofrequency (RF) waveforms for the system to reach a steady state. However, due to scanner hardware limitations, we used an RF pulse train consisting of 40 rectangular pulses, with a duration of 98.4 ms for each pulse and a gap of 1.6 ms between RF pulses. The total length of the pulse train was 4 s. Such a long pulse ensured that the system could reach a steady state even with a very low B 1 (which was proven in our pilot study). A centric ordered turbo fast low angle shot (turbo-FLASH) readout was used for image acquisition with pulse repetition time/echo time ¼ 7.5/2.86 ms. The pulse repetition time between MT pulse trains was 10 s. For each B 1 level, a total of 36 images were acquired at different offset frequencies, including 34 frequencies between À6 and 6 ppm (60, 60.25, 60.5, 60.75, 61, 61.25, 61.5, 61.75, 62, 62.5, 63, 63.5, 64, 64.5, 65, 65.5, and 66 ppm), and also at 6150 ppm as reference images. More images around the water resonance (with a step of 0.25 ppm between 62 ppm) were sampled for B 0 inhomogeneity corrections.
MR Scanning
This study was performed on a Siemens MAGNETOM 7.0 T whole-body human Scanner (Erlangen, Germany) with a custom-made eight-channel elliptical, octagonal Tx/Rx head coil (41) . The coil has a horizontal inner diameter of 23 cm, a vertical inner diameter of 25 cm, and a mechanical length of 28 cm (length of the driven elements: 20 cm). It was made of eight rectangular phased-array loops with inter-loop capacitors for mutual inductance decoupling. The eight coil elements could be excited simultaneously with shifted phases, achieving a relatively homogenous RF or B 1 field at high field (a variation of about 16% in the slice of human brain covering the region of interest in this study). The saturation as described by the saturation factor (33) is not sensitive to the variation of B 1 . Indeed, the effect of B 1 inhomogeneity on the CEST signal seems small, according to Fig. 2 . Seven healthy volunteers (four males, three females, 21-26) were studied, after they provided written, informed consent according to a human MRI protocol approved by the Institutional Review Board. Two experiments were performed. In experiment 1, six different B 1 levels were tested (0.2, 0.5, 0.9, 1.4, 1.9, and 2.3 mT) in five volunteers using the pulse sequence described. Because in this B 1 range, the pools of free water protons, solid-like macromolecular protons, APT related protons, and NOE-related protons consist of the main components of MT effects in human brain as in our data (see Results section). Therefore, the four-pool model should be appropriate for characterizing the major line-shape of the MT spectrum. For comparison, we also performed a second experiment, in which seven B 1 levels (0.2, 0.5, 0.9, 1.9, 2.8, 3.8, and 4.7 mT) were tested in the remaining two volunteers to demonstrate the MT effect with higher levels of saturation power. With B 1 higher than 3 mT, several proton pools (e.g., amino protons and protein side chains) other than the four pools described above may become apparent, which may violate the four-pool model. Thus, in the second experiment, we attempted to investigate the asymmetry of MT as a function of B 1 , and we believe that two volunteers would be enough to demonstrate the effect. Due to SAR limitations, the duration of saturation pulses was shortened from 4 to 0.8 s, at which point, the system may not reach a steady state. The imaging parameters common to experiments 1 and 2 were: a single slice of 8 mm through the motor cortex; flip angle (FA) ¼ 14 ; pulse repetition time (between MT pulses) ¼ 10 s; and a band width (BW) of 130 Hz for a resolution of 1.7 Â 1.7 Â 8 mm 3 . Pulse repetition time was set to 10 s so that the longitudinal magnetization would be fully recovered, and each scan at a particular B 1 level with 36 frequency offsets took 8 min.
Data Analysis
All data analyses, fitting, and statistical analysis were performed in Matlab 6.5 (Mathworks, Natick, MA). To correct for B 0 field inhomogeneity effects, the z-spectrum collected with 0.2 mT was fitted using a 12th-order polynomial function and interpolated using an offset resolution of 0.01 ppm (42) . The water resonance was assumed to be at the frequency of the lowest signal intensity, and the B 0 inhomogeneity map was obtained. Then, all measured MT curves were also interpolated to 0.01 ppm and shifted accordingly, based on the fitted B 0 inhomogeneity map. Finally, the corrected z-spectra were interpolated back to the 35 sampling points. All the analyses were performed on a pixel-by-pixel basis. Regions of interest in the GM and the WM were carefully chosen manually in each individual volunteer. The size of each region of interest was 0.23 mL.
The starting parameters for T 1 , T 2 , exchange rate, and chemical shift values of free water, macromolecular, and amide proton pools used values published in the literature (25, 27, 33, 38) . As no previous study included fitting of the upfield NOE pool, we set the starting values for T 1 and exchange rate to be the same as those of the APT pool. The starting NOE-related T 2 value was set to 0.3 ms. The NOE-related chemical shift value was set to À3.5 ppm as the peak appeared at this frequency in our data. The fitting algorithm that we used was the trustregion-reflective, so the results depend on initial guesses. However, we tried many different initial guesses in a reasonable range. The results were relatively stable for these initial guesses. After the NOE and APT signals were simulated, a paired t-test was performed to compare the NOE and APT signals of the WM and the GM.
RESULTS
Experiment 1
Z-Spectra and Asymmetry Plots Figure 1 shows the average curves (n ¼ 5) of the z-spectra in GM ( Fig. 1a) and WM (Fig. 1b) , as well as the associated MT asymmetry plots ( Fig. 1c,d ; defined as upfield signals minus downfield signals) acquired in experiment 1. MT asymmetry signals calculated at 3.5 ppm from the water resonance as a function of saturation power are also shown in Figure 1e . The results clearly show the presence of the NOE signals $ À3.5ppm. APT signals at 3.5 ppm are also visible. MT asymmetry plots in the WM are generally lower than those in the GM, indicating that the NOE-related proton pool is more abundant in the WM. The lowest asymmetry signal occurred at the B 1 of 0.9 mT, suggesting that the NOE may be best saturated around this saturation power. However, quantification of the net signal is required to confirm these observations. Although the figures shown here are the average results of five volunteers, all reported trends were similar and robust for each individual volunteer. Figure 2 shows an example of MT asymmetry maps at two different B 1 levels calculated by subtracting the images of À3.5 ppm from those of þ3.5 ppm. The contrast between WM and GM is obvious in the asymmetry map at the B 1 of 0.9 mT ( Fig. 2a) , which is consistent with Figure 1e and close to the optimal B 1 for NOE (see below). The map at B 1 ¼ 2.3 mT (Fig. 2b) has a reduced contrast. Figure 3 shows four-pool fitting results in the WM (Fig. 3a ) and the GM (Fig. 3b ) and corresponding residuals (Fig. 3c,d) from a representative volunteer. The four-pool model provided an excellent explanation of experimental data, with an R-square of 0.9893-0.9990 between the fitted and measured z-spectra curves. Tables 1 and 2 summarize all fitted parameters and the corresponding 95% confidence interval of APT and NOE effects in the WM and the GM of all volunteers. The pool size was defined as the relative spin quantities assuming that of bulk water to be one. The magnetization exchange rates of three solute proton pools with the bulk water pool (Cba, Cca, and Cda) are also shown. Fitting errors, defined as the mean residual deviation per point, were 0.14%-1.14%. These results confirm that NOE is larger in the WM than in the GM (P < 0.0001). The fitted magnitudes of NOE and APT effects showed variability across volunteers. However, the ratio of the NOE effects between the GM and the WM was relatively stable, at $ 2:1. The APT pool size was small compared with that of NOE, and was larger in the GM than in the WM (P < 0.0001). The fitted APT exchange rate was relatively large ($ 280 Hz) compared with a previous study at 4.7 T ($ 28 Hz) (43) , suggesting that a greater number of faster exchanging amide protons might have contributed to the effect at 7 T, as expected. The fitted macromolecular proton T2 was longer than reported values in the literature, which was to be expected given the Lorentzian approximation of the macromolecular line-shape (39) . The macromolecular proton pool size and APT T2 matched well with literature values (33, 44) . 
Separation of APT and NOE Signals
To obtain the net signals of APT and NOE, the two-pool and three-pool simulations were performed and compared with the four-pool model simulation. The results using the WM parameters are shown in Figure 4 . When the four-pool model (bulk water protons, solid-like macromolecular protons, APT-related amide protons, and NOE-related protons) was used, both NOE and APT effects could be seen in the simulated z-spectra (Fig. 4a) , as observed experimentally (Figs. 1a and 2a ). However, when the two-pool model (bulk water protons and solidlike macromolecular protons) was used, neither NOE nor APT existed in the simulated z-spectra (Fig. 4b) . We further performed two three-pool simulated results. In the first three-pool model (without the NOE-related proton pool), no NOE effects could be seen (Fig. 4c) . Similarly, in the second three-pool model (without APT-related proton model), no APT effects could be seen ( Fig. 4d ). Based on these simulated z-spectra results, the combined signals of APT and NOE signals (Fig. 4e ) could be obtained by subtracting the four-pool (Fig. 4a ) from the two-pool ( Fig. 4b ) simulated data; the net NOE signals (Fig. 4f ) could be obtained by subtracting the four-pool (Fig. 4a ) from the first three-pool ( Fig. 4c ) simulated data; and the net APT signals (Fig. 4g ) could be obtained by subtracting the four-pool (Fig. 4a ) from the second three-pool ( Fig. 4d ) simulated data. Based on Figure 4f , it is important to note that the NOE effects showed a broad-spectrum distribution and had a strong effect on the APT signals downfield of the water resonance. Figure 5 shows the experimental results of the net APT and NOE signals obtained from five subjects, in which the experimental data were subtracted from simulated z-spectrum curves using two-pool ( Fig. 5a-d ) and three-pool ( Fig. 5e-h ) models. These downfield and upfield signals were quite similar to the APT and NOE Figure 4e ,f, except that experimental data were used rather than the simulated four-pool data, and the two-pool and three-pool simulations here were based on the fitted parameters of each single volunteer rather than the average of all. Note that the experimental data contained additional proton pools (e.g., protein side chains). Indeed, the signal of protein side chains appeared at 2 ppm. Notably, both APT and protein side chain CEST signals were higher when subtracting the experimental data from the two-pool simulation than from the three-pool simulation due to the influence of the NOE signals on the downfield range, as demon-strated in Figure 4 . The NOE signal was very similar for both two-pool and three-pool simulations, which further confirmed that APT had little distribution upfield. Figure 6 shows the plots of the net signals of APT and NOE as a function of the saturation power by subtracting the simulated four-pool data (Fig. 6a ) or experimental data (n ¼ 5; Fig. 6b ) from the three-pool simulation data at 3.5 ppm. Both results were very similar. It is clear that both APT and NOE signals peak around 1-1.4 mT. The APT signal was an order of magnitude smaller compared with that of the NOE signal. Thus, the asymmetry analysis at the optimal B 1 for NOE yielded an NOE-dominated contrast map, as shown in Figure 2a . The NOE signals were stronger in the WM than in the GM, while the APT signals were higher in the GM than in the WM in each volunteer (P < 0.0001). These results are consistent with previous preclinical studies in rats by Jin et al. (30) . Figure 7 shows the results of the second experiment (n ¼ 2), in which shorter but higher B 1 saturation pulses were used. Plots of the lower B 1 in the second experiment were similar to those of experiment 1. With higher B 1 , the downfield signals began to dominate and the asymmetry of the z-spectra was reversed. However, with B 1 higher than 3 mT, the downfield signals at 3.5 ppm could not be solely attributed to APT, because amino protons and protein side chains may contribute (2) . Therefore, a four-pool model may be insufficient to accurately model the data at B 1 values greater than 3 mT. In the asymmetry plots, proton side chain signals seemed to be very strong at high saturation power levels. Figure  7e shows the asymmetry signal obtained by subtracting the 3.5 ppm signal from the À3.5 ppm signal as a function of saturation power. The asymmetry of MT effects was smallest at 0.9 mT, and kept increasing with greater B 1 , and finally reversed at 4-5 mT, which is higher than the values in a previous study at 3 T (2 mT) (17) .
Experiment 2
DISCUSSION
In this work, we systematically investigated the B 1 dependence of the two main components of MT signals in the human brain at 7 T, including downfield APT and upfield NOE effects. The upfield signals centered around À3.5 ppm, with an optimal RF power $ 1 mT. At this B 1 , the MT asymmetry effect was strongest, and the APT effect was relatively small; thus, the asymmetry analysis at this saturation power may yield an NOE-dominated contrast.
A four-pool fitting model was performed to quantitatively characterize the z-spectra in the healthy human brain. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study using a four-pool model to quantify the endogenous MT effects in the human brain. Certainly, there are other proton pools in the human brain z-spectra, such as protein side chains and amino protons. We did not include these in our model because their influences on the z-spectra seemed to be negligible in our results when B 1 was lower than 3 mT. However, conventional MT and NOE have to be included, as they influence the major portion of the z-spectra from À6 to 6 ppm, as in our study. We also calculated the net signals of APT and NOE by subtracting four-pool simulation data and experimental data from two-pool or three-pool simulations. The results showed that NOE has a broad peak and even extends downfield of the water resonance. This suggests that it is necessary to consider NOE signals when analyzing downfield APT in the human brain. Furthermore, when comparing Figure 4f with 5f, the line-shape of simulated NOE signals ( Fig. 4) was very similar to the upfield signals shown in Figure 5 , suggesting that our model is valid for describing the upfield MT effect in the human brain. The amplitude and width of the simulated APT peak in Figure 4 were also similar to the 3.5 ppm peak of Figure 5 , suggesting that although the APT peak was relatively small, it could still be well fitted.
Using the optimal B 1 that we observed, we investigated the spatial distribution of the upfield NOE effect in the human brain and found that the effect was much more abundant in the WM than in the GM. The pool-size ratio was $ 2:1. There are potentially many possible sources for this NOE signal, including lipids, mobile proteins, or various metabolites (e.g., lactate). Because the signals were larger in the WM than in the GM, lipids might have been a very likely source. However, we should keep in mind that lipids in myelin are commonly believed to be in solid phase and have a very short T 2 , so that the peak is unlikely to be visible. Therefore, only relatively mobile lipids with a longer T 2 may contribute to the observed NOE signals. Furthermore, this NOE signal may originate from the aliphatic protons of mobile proteins. Consequently, it is very possible that the NOE signal may not arise from a single proton pool, but rather, a mixture of various proton pools resonating at similar frequencies. Further detailed study is needed to investigate the source of this signal.
In our model, the solid-like macromolecular pool was approximated as a Lorentzian line-shape (39) , rather than the more accurate super-Lorentzian line-shape used in MT studies (36) . This simplification is acceptable in CEST studies in a small frequency range. Because the T 2 of solid-like macromolecules is very short and the NMR signal should thus be very wide, the difference between Lorentzian and super-Lorentzian lineshapes is negligible in a small frequency range. This approximation may cause uncertainty in quantification of solid-like macromolecule (e.g., an increase in T 2 ) because the super-Lorentzian line-shape is wider than the Lorentzian line-shape. However, this should not affect the quantification of APT and NOE because they will be distinguished from solid-lineshape by asymmetry analysis.
These findings have several implications in MT studies at 7 T. Currently, the APT signal is the primary endogenous CEST contrast for exploiting mobile proteins and pH levels in tissue. However, it has been shown recently that amino protons in glutamate ($ 3 ppm) and protein side chains ($ 2 ppm) may contribute to downfield CEST signals (13, 42) . It remains challenging to separate the contributions of APT, amino protons, and protein side chains in CEST experiments, although manipulating the duration and magnitude of B 1 helps. Our results show that the NOE signals should be considered in future CEST experiments for accurate quantification. Indeed, accurate quantification can be achieved by the use of three-or four-pool model fitting, as shown in this study. Our results are helpful for investigating the sources of the NOE signal. The sources of NOE may contain a mixture of proton pools, and its upfield location and B 1 dependence (which peaked at low B 1 ) are unique from those of the downfield CEST effects. Currently, it is still unclear whether the NOE signal could be developed into a useful MRI contrast for mapping lipids, protein, or other metabolites.
In conclusion, we quantitatively investigated MT signals in the human brain at 7 T. The upfield NOE signal (À3.5 ppm) was found to peak around the B 1 of 1 mT, with an amplitude greater than that of downfield CEST signals, and was more abundant in the WM than in the GM. These findings may have implications for future CEST studies in the human brain at 7 T.
